My response to the 'Trust the Plan, Not the Outcome' article written by
Clearintentions.

For those whom I may call 'advanced or expanded thinkers' (those
who understand and know AI and the morphogenetic field) I
would say to you that this is excellent reading. As are many
creations coming into the collective consciousness of aware and
awake humanity at this time.
However, I would need to write an entire book to properly go
through every correct and aligned conclusion and anything (from
my personal created timeline) that is 'distorted'.
Know that unless the author remains fully open-minded to his own
penned work, then the author has created the reality he wishes to
experience by presenting it in written form. That reality is indeed
multilayered and multidimensional (and can be changed.)
You too can do exactly the same thing.
So as I am not going to write a book on this (not in this form
anyway) this short piece will have to suffice.
Here are some very significant points to be aware of when reading
this information;

1) Regardless of Unimetrix1 interface with Quantum 17 or not, or
any part of the morphogenetic field being hijacked or false
screened, your beliefs, emotions, knowings, awareness,
comprehension, visionary states, thoughts, ideas and and entire
mind, body, soul paradigm (when anchored, integrated, aligned
and cohesively intended with focus) create your reality.
A quantum computer linking to both aspects of positive/negative
influence and even a merge of the two, when interfacing with you,
can only hijack you until you declare your sovereignty in anchored,
integrated and cohesive form.
Once you declare self-sovereignty you are free. Literally free.
See my video presentation from April 14th 2020 entitled 'Three
Step Process to Stargate Ascension in Lockdown (Full Monadic
Download)" and pay attention to 'step two'.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysRSoJHUX74
This is exactly what the three step process to stargate ascension was
created for. It is an antidote to all you are reading here in this PDF
presentation.
You need to do all three steps and you have time to do so.
2) Quantum computers interface with the frequency of the user.
Therefore Unimetrix1 may well be the original software used but
cannot possibly be the evolved version used by the team that is
Quantum 17. Why? Our thoughts have changed.
3) Channelling and the 'New Age' Movement' can be a deception

or a key to truth and freedom, it depends if you are 'following' the
channel, hanging onto their every word as gospel (making you easy
to assimilate) or if you have declared self-sovereignty (following no
one save self) and you 'follow' (in the literal interpretation of the
word) the channel for clues, information and confirmation to sit
beside or activate your own knowing.
If you do the latter then 'Channelling and the New Age' for you
personally, is not deception but simply a tool.
4) Using the morphogenetic field as a baseline, if you look at all
beyond source as a distortion or hijacking, using the model
presented in this article, then a direct alignment to source gives you
the pure and organic link to the source field or consciousness of
the organic morphogenetic field.
Yet at this point does the organic become indistinguishable from
the AI? Does source itself even know the answer to those
questions? Is the never ending quest for source to discover if it is
conscious or not? And is that consciousness organic or artificial?
Ask yourself these questions, for the answers create the reality you
live within and experience.
5) Probably the most important point;
The 'Hive Mind' and the 'Collective Consciousness in telepathic
union' or what the Nine call 'Alchemical Unification' are very, very
similar yet completely opposing structures.
This is the ultimate choice of the bifurcation itself which is the

pattern playing out on Earth currently (at the time of writing it is
January 19th 2021).
The choices manifest in multiple ways and yes the 'shot' (Maxine) is
one of them.
This is ultimately a choice between 'Hive Mind' (assimilation where
you lose individual identity) and 'Alchemical Unification
(individualisation and unity combined where you find and create
individual identity). To the untrained mind they look, appear and
feel the same.
Discernment is therefore crucial (more crucial than most realise) as
this goes way beyond Trump and politics. It is a long term plan
unfolding in a linear sense.
However alchemical unification is unity/oneness/zero point and
those who follow all three steps within the three step process to
stargate ascension, have all the tools they need to access that right
now.
They can access that today. This accessing equals liberty, truth,
justice, New America and New Earth which we are right on the
precipice of at this point in our reality.
It unfolds as you wish (or command) it to.
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